
CHAPI'ER - VII 

The need for preferential treatment for historically 

disadvantaged sections of society was felt by the fathers of o~r 

constitution~ They, therefore, incorporated article 16(4) in the 

constitution which empowers the state to make provision for reser

vation in jobs in favour of back~ard classes. The incorporation of 

this article in the Constitution was justified on the ground that 

the backward castes had suffered from discrimination for centuries. 

Later in 1951 by the First Amendment Act a new clause -- Clause (4) 

--- was added to article 15 of the Constitution empowering the 

States to make special provisions for the advancement of socially 

and educationally backward classes of citizens. Though the framers 

of the Constitution incorporated reservation provisions in jobs 

and educational institutions for backward classes, they did not 

define the term 1 back~ard classes'. They left the task of deter-

mining backward classes to 'the state governments with_ultimate 

review by the law courts. 

In 1953 the Central Government appointed the first Backward 

Classes Commission under the Chairmanship of Kaka Kalelkar to 

determine the criteria to be adopted in considering what section 

of society other than scheduled castes and Scheduled Tribes could 
I 

be considered as socially and educationally backward classes, and 

to prepare a list of them. But the Government did not accept the 
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-y(~ recommendations of the commission on ·t.he grouna that it had 

not avplied any objective tests to identify backward classes. In 

early seventies various state governments appointed Socially and 

Educationally Backward Classes Commissions which were asked to, 

report what section of society should be treated as other backward 

classes and to recommend what special treatment should be be.stO\'led 

upon them • But these Commissions could hot evolve any uniform 

criteria to determine socially and educationally backward classesv 

The framers of the Constitution relied primarily on the 

discretion of the politicians and administrators of the future and 

not the courts to effect the reconciliation of the principles of 

equal treatment and compensatory discrimination. But the judiciary· 

could not remain silent when the executive and the legislature used 

broad discretion in the application of compensatory 9iscrimination 

principle. Thus the Constitution confronted both government and 

courts with the problem of reconciling the principles of equal 

treatment and the compensatory discrimination. The judi~iary thus 

began to scrutinize the government's designation of backward classes 

and examine the government's scbemes for the welfare of backward 

classes to see that these schemes do not unduly impair the rights 

of others. 

It may be noted that the government :Oefore the judgement of 
I 

the Supreme Court in Balaj i case emphasised caste as the sole 

criterion in determining backward classese In Balaji the supreme 

Court held that the classification of backward classes based solely 
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Co.h+e.. ·. 
onfi.:~U.ght· __ riot be logical. The Court observed that to be backward 

a cl.ass must be both soc::ially and educationally backward. Besides, 

the judiciary while interpreting the compensatory discrimination 

policy emerged with other decisions which are as follows: 

(i) Poverty is a relevant factor in determining social 

and educational backwardness because economic position has a direct 

nexus to social and educational status. 

(ii) The class whosE7! avera9e is well or substantially below 

the state• avera<je can be treated as education:ally backward. 

(iii) Caste and class are not synonymous. If classes are inter-

preted as castes, it would not be constitutional because article 

15 (4) refers to backward classes and not backward castes. The 

expression 3 Class• means a homogeneous section of people grouped 

together because of certain common attributes. 

(iv) The government is not constitutionally obliged to 

provide reservation for backward classes. 

(v) Reservation.in excess of 50 per cent would not be 

constitutional. 

The most important landmark in the identification of back

ward classes was the appointment of the Second Backward Classes 

Commission in 1978 by the Central Government under the Chairmanship 

of B.P.Mondal• The Commission in its report in 1980 held that the 

policy of reserv'ation for OBCs should be centralised and must be 

at par with the Scheduled castes and scheduled Tribes. It is important 

' ._1 
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to note that the Gommission emphasised caste in identifying socially 

and educa.tionally backward classes of citizens. 

The po_litical implications of the recommendations made by 

the Mandal Commission were visible by 1980 when a new social cdn

figuration of scheduled castes, scheduled Tribes and other J;~ackward 

classes appeared on the scene. social and political tensio"ns among 

different sections of people holding power developed and resentment 

was high among upper caste people of society. As a reaction to the 

recommendations of the Commission the remaining part of the last 

decade witnessed a series of anti-reservation agitations all over 

the .country which had influenced the electoral politics in India to 
------- -----. - ----~-- - -----------

a great extent. 

Thus the failure of the Constituent Assembly in identifica

tion of backward classes and leaving the task by the Assembly to 

the politicians and administrators ot the future created a problem 

in post-independence era and any government action in this regard 

faced anti-reservation protest movements which have changed the 

very shape of Indian politics. 

Despite continuation of reservation policy for the last four 

decades the socio-economic position of historically disadvantaged 

sections of society has not improved. They are still socially and 

economically exploited. The protective measures like abolition of . I ~ 

'untouchability• under article 17 and prohibition of·' begar' or 

forced labour under article 23 have been undertaken by the Constitution. 
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Besides, the Protection of Civil Rights Act, 1955 and the scheduled 

castes and scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989 have 

been enacted. But in spite of these constitutional safeguards and 

legal measures the. members of scheduled Castes and Scheduled· T~ibes 

are subjected to various offences, indignities, humiliations and 

harassment. The incidence of poverty is still very high among them. 

Due to non-enforcement of protective laws such as the Minimum wages 

Act and Prevention of Land Alienation Act the exploitation of 

Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, particularly in the rural 

areas, whether in the form of bonded labour or in other forms, still 

continue. 

Educationally also the scheduled Castes and scheduled Tribes 

are far behind the general population. For their educational deve-

lopment the government has initiated schemes like pre-matric scholar

ship~ post-matric scholarship; ~Dy's hostel, girl's hostel etc. 

Despite these schemes the members of Scheduled Castes and scheduled 

Tribes are. still far behind the general population. According to 

1991 Census, the literacy rates of Scheduled Castes and scheduled 

Tribes are only 37.41 per cent and 29~60 per cent respectively. 

Their eril;'O:liq~nt ratio· in educational institutions is far from 
. . ' ' 

satisfactory. Drop out rates are also high among them. The repre

sentation ·of-sched,1,l_:l,~d Caates--and scheduled 'l'.ri:bes in._pi,JbJ.ic 

services, especially in Classes I and II services, has not been 

adequate due to non-availability of qualified canaidates. Thus the 

objective for which the reservation provisions ·have been enshrined 

in the Constitution by the fathers of the Constitution has not at 

all been fulfilled. 



over. a pe~iod of time, on the other hand, the reservation 

policy · ' has assumed the form of protests and demons·t.rations 

both for and against the policy. No other public policy evoked 

as much controversy as this reservation policy diJ..• The backward 
J 
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castes supported reservation policy on the ground that ~his policy 

can be·a useful strategy to ensure justice and equal oppcirtunity 

to socially and ecbnomically oppressed classes. They emphasise 

caste as an:-indic·ative in::rertililerit for ident~f-ication -of-beneficiaries·---· 

of reservation and reject the economic ariterion as unconstitutional. 

The forward castes, on the other hand, reject caste-based reservation 

on the question of efficiency and favour reservation based on 

merit and economic criterion. The ruling elite has been emphasi~ 

the continuation of reservation policy, ti:ough the policy failed to 

improve overall condition of weaker sections of society~ becuase 

the backward castes are consi.dered as important vote bank which 

influence election results. Thus the policy of reservation has 

become a purely political issue and has been used by all sections 
\ 

of society in order to achieve their objectives. 

The Ninth and Tenth I..ok Sabha elections were £aught on some 
' 

social and economic problems of which the policy of reservation 

had occupied a central position. In Ninth Lok Sabha elections, 

1989, all the political parties, except Congress(I), made the 

implementation o~ Mandal Commission recommendations as important 

part of their election manifestots. Though the Congress(I) in the 

Ninth I..ok Sabha elections emerged as the largest party in the Lok 



Sabha but it lost majority because the backward caste votes had 

their impact on election results. Owing to erosion in backward 

castes vote bank the Congress (I) lost majority. 
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After installation as new Prime ~unister in place of Rajiv 

Gandhi, v. P. Singh, the leader of Janata lJal, an important consti

tuent of National Front Government, announced in the Lok Sabha 

on 7 August, 1990. the implementation of 27 per cent ··reseJ:Vation 

of jobs in central government and public undertakings recomrrended 

by Mandal Commission because the implementation of Mandal Commission 

reconunendations constituted an important part of Janata Dal' s 

manife.sto in 1989 Lok Sabha elections. It may be noted that V.P. 

Singh emphasised caste for such reservation. However, following 

VQP. Singh's announcement protests and demonstrations for and 

against the implementation of Mandal Commission recommendations 

started in different parts of the count~. While the South India 

which was accustomed to reservation for long welcomed the centre's 

decision, the Northern India witnessed anti-reservation agitations 

as a reaction to the centre's decision to implement Mandal Commi

ssion recommendations. All the political parties, even the congress 

(I) which was responsible for sponsoring caste-based reservations 

in many states, began to talk of economic criteria. 

The greatest reaction, however, came from BJP to th~ centre's 

decision., The pckty feared that the implementation of Nandal 

Commission recommendations would destroy Hindu unity. To preserve 
.. 

the Hindu unity Advani announced 10,000 kilometre •rath yatra• from 
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somnath to Ayodhya. During 'rath Yatran Advani was arrested in 

Bihar ~d along with his arrest the BJP withdrew its support from 

the National Front Government which was constituted with the support 

of BJP and other parties except Congress(I). V.P. Singh was as~ed 

to prove his majority support in the Lok Sabha. November 7, 1990, 

was fiXed as the date for vote of confidence, but V.P. lost the 

vote of confidence in the House. Thus the issue of reservation 

which v .. P. Singh tried to use it as a means of mobilising support of 

backward castes caused his rout as Prime Minister and fall of eleventh 

month tenure National- Front--6overnmentft 

The mistake which was responsible for the erosion of Congress 

(I)'s backward castes vote bank in Ninth Lok Sabha elections was 

rectified by the Party in Tenth Lok Sabha elections, 1991, by making 

the implementation of Mandal recoiT'.mendations a part of its election 

manifesto. After coming to power Narasimha Rao Government issued a 

notification on 25 September, 1991 to fulfil its election commitment. 

In addition to 27 per cent job reservation for backward classes the 

Government made another 10 per cent reservation on the basis of 

economic criteria. This time there was no anti-~eservation agitation 

in any part of the country as a reaction to the centre's decision 

to implement Mandal Commission reco~nendations. This clearly proved 

that the anti-reservationists during the regime of V.P. Singh were 

politically motiVated and the way in which V.P. Singh who tried to 

emerge as •messiah of backward classes• announced the implementation 

of Mandal Commission recommendation of 27 per cent job reservation 
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had openl~ sought politOical oppo:c'.:\.mity which made other political 

parties oppose his an~ouncernent. Be~ides, to resist anotrer anti

r.,eservation agitation ih the coun .. ry the Narasimha Rao Government 

satisfied the forward castes by announcing lO per cent reservation 

based on economic criteria. 

The Supreme Court, however, in its judgement dated November 

16, 1992, struck down the Narasimha Rao Government's Order of 

septemb~r 25, 1991, including 10 per cent reservation based on 
-

economic criteria and raising the total reservation to more than 

50 per cent and upheld the V.P. Singh's Government Order on 27 

per cent quota for backward classes and 49.5 per cent overall. The 

Court ruled that the reservation exceeding 50 per cent would not be 

constitutional and that the 'creamy layer' among the backward 

classes must be excluded from the benefits of reservation. The 

_Mandal Commission recommendation of 27 per cent res~rvation in 

central government services excluding 'creamy layer' became effec

tive with a notification on September 8, 1993 by the central Govern-· 

ment. Thus the Congress which had opposed v.~. Singh's Government 

Order reserving 27 per cent jobs for backward classes as caste-

based and talked of economic criteria made the order effedtive 

after coming to power. 

Thus the reservation which was purely a constitutional issue 

in the very firsr decades of post-independence period becane a 

political issue and started inf 1uencing I_ndian politics to a great 

extent since 1980 when a new social configuration of Scheduled castes, 

Scheduled Tribes and Other Backward Classes appeared on the scene 
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following the recommendations of the Mandal Commission. These 

recommendations created resentment amon~ the forward castes who 

opposeCi these on grounds of merit and efficiency in "!;:he form of 

anti-reservation protest movements. The situation became acute,in 

1990 when the then Prime Minister v •. P. Singh announced the imple

mentation of 27 per cent reservation of jobs for backward classes. 

As a reaction· to his announcement protests and demonstrations were 

started in different parts of the country causing the fall of 

National Front Government. Thus unless the reservation policy is 

carefully handled it may act as an influential factor, if not a 

decisive one 1 iri Indian politics in near future as well. 


